
From June 1st to Aug 3rd.2019

Trying to use Japanese (10 lessons) 

★Asking directions  ★Ordering in a restaurant 
★Asking where something you want is etc.

From Aug 24th to Oct 26th (10 lessons)

Getting prepared for any emergency 
★Going to a hospital ★Calling a fire truck
★Asking about something 

you lost at a police box  etc.

From Nov 9th to Feb 1st.2020
Expanding your life (10 lessons)

★Trying on the clothes   ★Inviting to the meal
★Introducing your own culture etc.

（30 lessons）

Tutors: Gakushuin University graduates in Japanese Education as a Second Language

Tuition fee ¥0
Material fee ¥1000/10Lessons

★You can study Japanese 
which can be used immediately!

★You can study from Hiragana and Katakana!

★You can study basic grammar here!

★You can make more friends!

Director:Prof. Kaneda,T. & Associate Prof. Nakaue,A.(Faculty of Letters, Gakushuin Univ.), 
Coordinator:Dr.Du, C., Ms.Karakisawa, M., & Ms. Jibiki, M. (International Centre, Gakushuin Univ.)

This program is sponsored by the Agency for Cultural Affairs. It is conducted by Gakushuin University with the support of Toshima-ku.

Study at 
Gakushuin University 

＜英語版＞

What would you do if you needed to go to hospital or if you saw a fire?

Do you speak Japanese?

Come to study Japanese with us, and enjoy your life in Japan!

Eligibility (1) Those whose age is over 16. 

(2) Those who had no Japanese learning experience because of jobs or baby-caring. 

(3) Those who are living or working in and around Toshima-ku. (Negotiable) 

★You are welcome to have a look first.

★You can join anytime through the term.

★You can bring your children with you. 
※We will take care children who are 

from 3 years old to the 3rd grade. Negotiable
You might pay a bit for the babysitter.



The material we use in the class!

Material fee ¥1000/10Lessons Tuition fee ¥0

＜Inquiry and Application＞

📧：
☎： 03-5992-9208 Monday-Friday 10:00-16:00

https://www.facebook.com/waku2.nihongo
※Check the detailed schedule on our Facebook

Gakushuin University 

Wakuwaku Toshima Japanese Class
International Centre, Gakushuin University, Central Bldg 2F, 1-5-1 Mejiro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo. 
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